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I recall that when I had the pleasure of speaking
at your dinner on February 3, 1945, which seems a long way
back now, I began with the following words :

"Any individual, who is bold enough to say or write
anything about international affairs in these touchy
times should weigh his words honestly, carefully, and
responsibly . "

Seven years later, your guest once again, I shall
try to follow my own advice .

When I was here last, I also talked about the close
and friendly relations between the two great North American
democracies . They remain close and friendly and we must
keep them that way . This will require, on our part in
Canada, an appreciation of the enormous responsibilities,
the Atlantean burden, which this country is shoulderin g
in the struggle to keep men free from the aggressive menace
of Soviet Communist imperialism . It will require on the
part of the United States, knowledge and understanding of
Canada, its present position and its potential greatness .

We in Canada sometimes complain that Americans
don't know enough about our country and its people . These
complaints occasionally get amusing evidence to support them ;
such as the proposal of a Chicago Congressman that England
should "sell" Canada to the United States, and any wa r
debts ahould be a credit against the purchase . That
proposal resulted in a letter reaching me from New York
from someone who apparently was a bit disgruntled about the
Administration here because it ran as-follows :

"My dear Minister Pearson .,

-„I see where you turned down Rep . Sheehan's proposal,
we annex Canada to the U .S .A .

"I have a better offer . I propose the U .S .A . buy
Canada at any cost, money is no object, you will bear
me out on this, and we pass a constitutional amendment
to move the capital to Ottawa, and only Canadian born
will be allowed to hold office from President an d
the Cabinet, down .

"I do hope, this offer will interest you ."
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There are times, I must add, when we are able to
take advantage of the confusion which still exists in
some quarters over our exact national position and status .
It makes it somewhat easier on certain occasions to
emphasize our North American ties ; on others our Common-
wealth connection . If that sounds cynical, it is not
meant to be so . It merely reflects the fact that Canada
cannot escape its dual destiny as a North America n
nation and as a member of a world-wide Commonwealth . We
must, therefore, make certain that these two roles, our
North Ameriean and our Commonwealth, do not eonflict .
If the effort raises some doubt here and there in other
countries as to what Canada actually is, we must do what
we can to remove it, by our actions and our policies .

I remember in this connection that when I was at
an international meeting not long ago and made an informal
suggestion to a foreign delegate on some matter, he asked
me whether I had secured permission from the British
Foreign Office to put it forwardl A short time previously
when I was mounting the rostrum at the UeNo Assembly to
make a speech, a friend in the gallery told me that he
heard a whisper behind him, in broken English, "There goes
Acheson's mouthpiecen ô

What chance has a Canadian Foreign blinister to be
Canadian?

The 2'act is that we in Canada have now a greater
confidence in ourselves, in our growth, in our destiny,
than we ever had before . We know, of course, that if an
atomic war breaks out, no country will have much of a
future, but subject to that ultimate catastrophe, Canada
i s very definitely pn the marcha And all the evidence,
economic, demographic, financial, shows that we are going
somewhere . Why, it won't be long now before some Canadien
storekeeper will be ref using to take an American dollar
bill as below Canadian pari If, however, we are inclined
to become too inflated over this proud position of our
currency, we might recover by examining a recent Canadian cartoc :
which depicted the Canadian and United States dollars as two
hobos walking along a railway track . The Canadian dollar-
hobo had rather breathlessly run up alongside the American,
who remarked ; "O .K ., O .K ., so we're both equal, but neithe r
of us i s worth very much . n '

I would like to think, however, that more than our
dollar is sound in Canada - because, after all, a currency
is merely one reflection, and not necessariiy the mos t
important, of the health and stability of a nation .

We have laid the foundations - politieal, economio
and social - for the building of a strong and vigorous nation
in the North and the superstructure is now going up apace .
Of course, it may not become any Empire State Building ,
but it will be large enough, and I hope strong enough, for
the increasing number of people who will live in it and for
the increasing activity which will take place under its roof .

I am not here tonight to tell you about this
increasing activity (though it is an exditing story) but
rather to say a few words about one aspect of it with which
I am more particularly concerned - namely, our relations with
other countries and more particularly, the United States of
America .
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Canadian-American relations are, of course, goodo
Indeed, they have been rightly lauded as a model of inter-
national co-operationo But we should not assume that
svithout any effort on our part they will always and
automatically remain good . They are, moreover, becoming -
more important for both countries and that is bound to
create new problemso Canada looms larger now in the
international, and especially the North American scherae of
things, Her position, strategically and economically ,
is of greater significance to Washington than beforeo
Similarly, the greater the power of the United States on
the world stage (and she dominates that stage now) the
more concerned we beeome in Canada over our relations with
her, the more preoccupied we become over the purposes and
policies which govern the exercise of this colossal power o

Our mutual relations then should be carefully and
continuously watched and we should do everything possible to
prevent differences, irritations, or uneasiness developing
between us . Let4s take nothing for granted, even Canadian ~
Aaierican friendshipo Any husband here knows what happens
(or at least what might happen) when he takes his wife for
granted . I could pursue this analogy further with interesting
speculations and conclusions, but it might not be wise ô

The present international emergency with its threat
to us both has brought us even closer togethero Canadian
troops are in Korea and in Germany along v,ith American 0
In âefence production (whether of strategic materials,
where we are of vital importance, or finished war equipment)
the ideal we seek is continental integration--thou~h it ,
is not always easy to achieve o

Recent arrangements for the production of military
aircraft in Canada by which the manufacturing of the F-86r ;
Sabre jet fighter will be greatly increased, are a good
example of what I meano Under a triangular scheme, the
United States is supplying the engines and certain other
parts for aircraft which we will then make in Canada and
àeliver to the R .C .A,Fo and, under mutual aid, to the RaAeF .
Under another arrangement, the United States Air Force will
itself purchase some of these aircraft to be made in Canada .
This is the kind of joint effort which is to our common
advantage . By placing orders in Canada for military equipment
the United States helps to increase the industrial capacity
and production of its neighbour and also to reduce our
adverse balance of payments with the United States so that
Canada itself will not be restricted by lack of U .Sa dollars
in purchasing necessary weapons end other essential supplies
which she cannot produce economically herse lf ,

Of course, everything does not always run smoothly
between us . We have old and unsolved problems and also
some new ones . Among the former is the delay in the United
States in earrying out international agreements regarding
the simplification of the administration of customs laws
and procedures, a matter of great importance to Canada as a
major exporter to the United Stateso Likewise, at present
we are unhappy about quota restrictions, incl uding embargoe.s,
ilnposed by Congressional action on the import of dairy
products, restrictions which violate the provisions of an
international agreement entered into by the United States
with the Canadian and other governments, as a result of
which we gave in our turn tariff concessions to certain
United States imports which they still enjoye
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Above all, there is the St . Lawrence Seaway .
We have decided in Canada that if this great ventur e

cannot be carried out co-operatively with the United .States -

and we think it should - then we will go ahead and do it
ourselves as an all-Canadian Seaway . We are not, I assure

you, bluffing in this . Nor do we get any pleasure out of
reading in one of your great national weeklies, the following :

"as to Canada's threat Lit's not a threat, it's a promise :

to build the Seaway alone, there are commentators who say
that any time a country wants to spend its own money with
no contribution from the United States - that we must see,
if strictly from amazement^ o

The amazement on our side is that an editor could make

such a mistake about Canada . He should know that we are
developing our own country without financial aid from any
other government . The American money which has poure d
in to assist us, and has played such a great part in this
development, is, I need hardly add, commercial money,
invested for purposes of honest profit .

So we shall go ahead with the St . Lawrence Seaway,

if necessary, on our own . But even for a Canadian waterway,

because it affects boundary waters, we have to secure
United States co-operation under a treaty oetween the two
countries before we can proceed . So we are grateful to the
Administration in WashinEton for assurine, us that this co-
operation will not be withheld .

As a matter of fact when we talk these days about
"doing something ourselvest", "going it alone", we are aware
that no country, certainly not Canada, can or should want to

go it alone . Take our coraLiercial relationships . No two

countries in the vworl4 are tied together so closely by
traae as your country and mine . You are our beat customer

and we are yours . This trade is made up of all sorts of
goods - we send you raw materials, you send us manufactured

Loods ; we send you apples, you send us oranges . Sometimes
the trade figures look queer because we seera to send each
other the same thing . For instance lumber moves in both
directions, but of course this is because the frontier is

so long ; at the eastern and western ends of the continent
lumber moves south and in the centre section lumber moves

north .

Probably we only realize how much we depend upo n

each other when things go wrong . Very recently we have had an

instance of this . Two or three weeks ago in a smal l
section of one of our prairie provinces there was an outbreak
of foot-and-mouth disease in a few herds of cattle . We

have never in the history of Canada had an outbreak of this
very dangerous and very infectious disease and vie hav e

not yet definitely traced its origin in this case . American

law provides that you can take no imports of cattle o r

meat or related products f rom any country where this disease
exists and so your authorities were forced to impose a
complete embargo against all these products from Canada .

Unfortunately, according to your law, this embargo had to
apply right across the full length of the international

boundary . It shut off Canadian exports from herds in
provinces like Ontario which are more than a thousand miles
away from the small centre of infection . This, of course,
caused confusion in our meat and cattle market all ove r

the country .
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The Canadian Government was then forced to take
drastiç steps to deal with this situationo Among those
steps are controls which we have had to put on imports .
As a result of the United States restrictions and the
consequential Canadian controls, a large amoun t
of trade which previously went north and south across the
border is now being channelled east and west within Canadao
I trust, however, that after the necessary precautionary
period prescribed by your law, it will be possible to
remove the emergency restrictions in both direction s
so that our normal free and friendly trade can be resumed .

Our two countries co-operate closely, not only in
trying to solve these specific problems that arise between
us, but as members (one, indeed, the great and powerful '
leader) of a coalition of free states determined to prevent
war and remove the menacing threat to freedom and peace
provided by the spectre of Soviet Russian imperialismo
Czarist Russia used to be referred to as the bear that
walks like a mano Communist Russia is the conspirac y
that walks like an empireo We live un der the shadow of
that conspiracy .

Our co-operation with you in the defence of peace
is especially close in NATO which has just concluded its
most successful and constructive Council session at Lisbono
At this session, thanks largely to the effective and
intelligent leadership and effort of the United States
delegation, we made real progress in consolidating our
defensive strength and, above all, in ensuring that the
European Defence Community - w1-ich includes Germany -
would be closely and integrally associated with NATO .

In this NATO effort Canada is carrying, I think,
its fair share of the burden, both in respect of our
contribution to the NATO armed forces9 the proportion o f
our national product going into defence and our contributions
to mutual ai da Our part in this great collective enterprise
has been supported up to the present - with acclaiui and
indeed with unanimity - by all parties in our Parliament .
We are behind this effort because we think it represents
our best chance for peace ; because we believe its policies
are purely defensive and that its development strength
will never be used for any aggressive or threatening purpose .
We also bèlieve that on the foundation of this defensive
alliance we can build, slowly but steadilyD that deeper
and more enduring association which we call the North
Atlantic Community, and which it is one of NATO's chief
purposes to promote ; an association which will survive the
emergency which brought us together in the first plaee o

We have many international worries these days but,
in Canada, we do not include among them the kind of
collective security and collective development arrangements
we are building up in NATO under the leadership of the
United States . While the menacing danger of an attack on
Western Europe still exists, we can nevertheless take some
comfort from the growth and the strengthening of the coalition
we are building up under the NATO pact to deal with that
attack if it should occur . We have in these matters a
basic unity of purpose and a deep measure of agreement on
fundamental principles .

In the Far East it is not quite the same . Here
there is a real danger of divergence of policy among the
free states .
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In mentioning the Far East, I should acknowledge at
once the tremendous burden which the United States is
bearing in Korea ; the courage and determination being shown
there by its mena There is, I think, no difference in .
viewpoint between the governments with forces in Korea as
to the desirability of bringing that war to an end -
as soon as possible - but on honourable terms which do not
betray the purpose that we had in intervening in the first
placeo That purpose was - and remains - to defeat aggression,
nothing more o

The Canadian Government supports as a possible step
to peace the armistice negotiations now being carried on
with such patient determination by United States
representatives on behalf of the United Nationso We realize
that if these negotiations fail, or if an armistice is
successfully concluded and then a further aggression is
committed by the Communists, a new and dangerous situation
will arisea I said publicly in our House of Commons on
April 2 6 last that if there were massive air attacks from
kanchurian bases, retaliatory action might be required-
against those bases, in order to safeguard the United
Nations forces in Koreao I then went on to say that the
decision to authorize such action would, as we see it, have
to balance very carefully local military considerations
against the risk of precipitating a further extension of
the war, with all its incalculable consequenceso We are
not convinced, for instance, that general retaliatory
measures such as the blockading of the Chinese coast would
be as effective in ending the war in Korea as they would
be likely to extend it to China . We feel this way because
the best advice we can get leads us to believe that such
measures might bring us to the position where, as General
Bradley has put it, we would find ourselves fiehting the
wrong war at the wrong place at the wrong time, and with
the wrong enemy .

We also think that United Nations policies should
be designed to end an aggression in North Korea and not to
overthrow by force a Communist régime in Peking . Like other
democratic governments, the Canadian Government, and the
Canadian people, detest Communism in Asia or anywhere .elseo
We will do what we can, and should, to eliminate it from our
own-country and to protect ourselves from its aggressive and
subversive designs from abroado When it shows itself in
other countries in the form of military aggression, as it
did in Korea, we must oppose ita As a doctrine we should
expose it as reactionary and as the instrument of Russian
imperialisma But we should not forget that in Asia i t
has managed to attach itself to forces of nationalism and
social reform . As John Foster Dulles said in Princeton a
fortnight ago, "A revolutionary spirit has gripped over
half the human race, passions are abroad which can not be
suppressed by foreign gunso "

As a doctrine, Communism in Asia will not be
destroyed by guns, though guns have to be used when Communist
violence and banditry occurso It will be destroyed by
Asians themselves when its true character is unmasked .
Western countries, however, can help in this destruction by
encouraging and assisting genuinely democratic national govarn-
ments in Asia, by economic and technical assistance to such
governments and by showing, through their own experience and
their own achievements that free parliamentary governmen t
can do more for the people than reactionary Russian Communism
can ever hope to do .

►
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As for China, we should let the Pekiaag Government
know that they must expect Communist aggression to be met
by . collective resistance ; that no government in Peking
committing such aggression can hope to be accepted into
the community of nations ; that, on the other hand, we
ourselves did not intervene in Korea, or, inâeed, in
Formosa, in order to overthrow by force the government in
Peking . I think also that we should make it clear that
while Formosa cannot be allowed to fall into Chinese
Communists hands while aggressive war is going on in Korea,
we do not intend to use our own forces to restore to China
the regime which is now in Formosa after being driven off
the mainland .

It would be a great tr.agedy if the policies,
particularly those of the United States and the nation s
of the Commonwealth should diverge on these Asian questions .
It is as important to work together in the Pacific as i n
the Atlantic, and, with understanding of each others
problems and by complete and frank exchanges of views and
information, this can be done . But let us not deceive
ourselves . The problems of Asia will subject our coalition
of peace-loving free states to difficult tests in the days
ahead . In meeting these tests Canadian-American co-operation
will be important and must be close and strong .

We in Canada know this country and its people better
than others do . We know they will succeed, if I may put
it this way, in giving good leadership to a strong and
free partnership . We know that the power which they now '
have will not be used for any aggressive purposes and that
the only glory they seek is that of the peace-maker .

It is because of this knowledge and conviction that
I have some right to look ahead to the day - when I can once
again appear before this historic old Canadian society with
a story to tell about my country which will have in it no
shadow of the anxiety and menace which surrounds us all today .

3/C


